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2 allows you to create photo albums, scrapbooks and collages from digital images stored on your computer.
PhotoMate Brilliant is perhaps the lightest and simplest program in the series of professional photo editors. It

allows you to create a photo collage from almost any image in one click. The program has several modes -
"Easiest", "Most complete" and "Best". Each of them has its own characteristics, advantages and disadvantages.

The easiest mode is for novice users who are just learning how to use a computer. With it, you can quickly
master all the main functions of the program. In this mode, you can edit images, apply frames, effects, etc. You
can save a collage that you really like and create a new one based on it using the Most Perfect mode. This mode

provides the most features, but also costs more than "Most" - $1.99. The "Most Beautiful" mode is the most
advanced and allows you to edit images to give them the effect of an artistic collage, add text to images. Edited

images from this mode can be used to create your own version of the design of pages of a personal site,
newspapers, magazines, catalogs, web pages. The Master mode is the most popular of all the modes. With this

mode, you can not only edit images in a variety of modes, but also create collages and original frames for them.
In addition to the choice of modes, the program can create up to a hundred of your own images using text plug-

ins. You can also use ready-made templates by clicking the "Create template" button and load them into the
program. Consider another of the functions of Photoshop - this is the creation of a collage of photos. Photo

editing. The photo editor provides the ability to apply effects to certain areas of the image. For example, you
can give a photo the effect of splashing water, sand, smoke, etc. Using photo effects, you can either create a
ready-made collage of several photos, or write text on them or use a ready-made frame. You can change the

size, brightness, contrast, color, and apply various filters. JPEG Library is a library of filters that can be used to
add depth and clarity to an image. Expressions is a palette for creating expressive graphic effects. Its

capabilities are much broader than the rest of the tools included in Photoshope. You can combine colors,
choose thicker hues, apply spot black and specular filters using filters.
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